For Immediate Release

Public invited to hear EVPL’s Master Facilities Plan Final Recommendations

Evansville, IN, January 11, 2022 – MKM architecture + design, in partnership with the Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library, invite the community to hear the final recommendations presentation for EVPL’s Master Facilities Plan.

MKM previously conducted community sessions to gather feedback on the community’s needs, wants, and aspirations for the future of EVPL’s facilities. Engineers and architects have toured EVPL facilities to collect information.

“After aligning feedback from EVPL team members, the library’s Board of Trustees, and our community, this presentation will provide recommendations on how EVPL may plan for the future of our facilities,” EVPL CEO-Director Scott Kinney said. “We look forward to seeing the results of the last year’s work on this plan and to taking the next steps in ensuring EVPL’s facilities will continue supporting our community in the future.”

The final recommendations presentation will be on Thursday, January 13, in the Browning Rooms of EVPL Central at 6:00 pm.

The Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library has served our community for more than a century. With eight locations throughout Vanderburgh County, immediate access to hundreds of thousands of digital resources, and a dedicated team of library professionals, EVPL strives to create opportunities for you to discover, explore, and connect with your library. For more information, visit evpl.org.
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